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of last century have removed the conditions which gave rise to 
luminous phenomena, and they have practically ceased to occur 
in built-up areas today. 

Cloudy effects by themselves, without any luminous accompani- 
ments, are very local and peculiar. The descriptions (see e.g. 
cases (7), (8) and (9) above) indicate that for some reason the 
clouds behave as though they were dense and rather heavy. When 
shaped by a vortex, they seem to tend to throw out 'arms' near the 
top (cases (5) and (10)). I t  may be an incipient 'mushrooming' 
process. It  may be objected that they could not occur indoors. 
Heavy mists certainly form, over water, in sewers, and if they 
happened to be forced up into buildings by a rush of air during a 
rain storm flooding the sewer or drain, such clouds might well 
persist in visible form for a short time. They never seem to last 
long (see case (9)). That they are sometimes accompanied by a 
vortex is shown by case (7), an indoors instance, and by case (5), 
where the figure in the yard had a whirl of dust and small bits of 
paper at its 'heels'. 

Returning now to Beavor Lodge, the incidents said to have 
happened there no doubt did happen as described. But it is a 
reasonable assumption that they were purely physical events, due 
to conditions all too common at that time. The  prevalent belief 
that they were 'ghostly' events led to the search for causes in the 
past history of the place. Mrs Richmond herself, who had made 
some enquiries, could only find as previous tenants 'an old invalid 
lady', a former Vicar of Hammersmith named Atwood, and two 
other families named Scott (1804) and Seaton (about 1870). In 
1884 (Phantasms, 111, I 16) she seems not to have heard the more 
lurid tale of coiners, an informer and a murder mentioned by Sir 
Arthur Richmond, a story which Mrs Stirling, in Ghosts Vivisected 
attributes to Mr George Richmond (op. cit., p. 165). 

Such stories, even if true, would fall very far short of 'explaining' 
the events reported, and it seems unnecessary to examine them. 
In  conclusion it is perhaps worth observing that the 'grey lady'of 
Beavcr Lcdge 'walked' at jjust about thc samc time as the 'widow' 
of Garden Reach, Cheltenham, better known as the Morton 
Ghost. Perhaps they were both made of the same kind of 'st~iff'; 
as both wert: see11 !IV several diff(:renr observers. 

3 am grateful to Sir A.rthul. Ric!)mond for penniss~on to quotc 
:1-011-; ];is book, and to the Council of the Society fcr perlllissioll 
to quote from f'roceedin~~s and from the Socie.ty's archives. 

JUNE 19641 A Possible Psychic Dream 

A P O S S I B L E  ' P S Y C H I C '  DREAM, 
W I T E  SOI\./IE GENERAI, S P E C U L A T I O N S  

O N  T H E  N A T U R E  01: S U C H  D R E A M S  

Paio Alto, California 

THE following case is reported for two main reasons. Not only 
was it obtained under veq- good evidential conditions, it also has 
certain features which, assuming some form of E S P was operative, 
suggest how our understanding of 'psychic' dreams1 may be aided 
by the results of recent experiments on the psychology and 
physiology of nocturnal dreaming. 

The case was reported to me by an old friend from college days, 
~vho shall be referred to as h4r A. I have checked the dream 
narratives reported by him against the original tape recordings of 
the dreams. as well as interviewed all the versons involved in the 
case, and am satisfied of the accuracy of tieir testimony. 

Mr A is an electrical engineer, living in the eastern part of the 
United States. Both he and his wife. Mrs A. had svontaneouslv 
recalled their dreams frequently and 'in much detaii since child- 
hood, and consequently had been interested in the psychology 
of dreams for some years ~ r i o r  to the events described below. As 
a result of this interest, -and of the interest shown by another 
psychologist2 and myself in collecting long dream series, they had 
decided t o  tape record their dreams upon awakening in the 
morning for a period of a few months in order to obtain a large 
sample of the kinds of events that happened in their 'dream 
worlds'. They had been doing this routinely for several weeks 
prior to the events described below. 

On 24 June, 1963 Mr A had been planning a trip he was to make 
the following morning to X, a city about 113 airline miles distant 
from his home, in order to purchase a new automobile, at what he 
thought would be a better price than he could get in his home t o m .  
Mr and Mrs A had been planning this purchase for several weeks, 

' In illis paper the icrm 'psychic' dream refers to  any dream which 
rnntains in fnrmat inz  \r-hch coulc' presumably 5c lino\v11 !:o the cire;lilx;:. 
onlv th~.ough soine fol-n, of E S P. 

" Dr Calvin IIal! ,if  i l ~ c  I l r e a n ~  Rcsea:.cli Institute, Coral Gables, 
l'lorida, had askcu X,l i -  iiiici Mis A, through ma, to provide him with a 
hai~iple of t11ei1- tirc:;r~rls in order to spL~dj7 possible fol.mal similarities 
of the rlreams of a hishand-wife pair of cireamers. These analvses will 
pi-olxiblv he eventi~ally published. with R4r and Mrs  A refprred to under 
t11c: psrlldonyil~s Kolfc and !VIelui-a. 
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and, as a result of some rather frustrating mechanical difficulties 
with their previous automobile, were very involved in this prospec- 
tive purchase. As Mr A fell asleep on the night of the 24th, at his 
usual bedtime, he was preoccupied with thoughts of purchasing an 
automobile, and of seeing his in-laws, the Bs, particularly his 
sister-in-law, Miss B, a girl of 18 of whom he was quite fond. Il is  
preoccupation with these things resulted in  his taking some time 
to fall asleep, which, M r  A reports, is quite unusual for him. 

When M r  and Mrs A awoke in the morning, Mrs A left their 
bedroom to prepare the children's breakfast, as usual, while M r  A 
tape recorded whatever dreaming he recalled. Considering the 
distance between the bedroom and the kitchen, and the noise made 
by the children and the preparation of breakfast, Mrs  A could not 
normally hear what M r  A was dictating. 

Shortly after M r  A finished recording his dream and left the 
bedroom, M r s  A returned there and recorded her dreams. M r  A, 
however, walked past the bedroom door while Mrs A was record- 
ing and overheard part of her dictation. H e  was impressed with 
some apparent parallels to his own dream, so he called out to her 
to record her dream in as much detail as she could, as it seemed to 
parallel his own dream. H e  was careful, however, to say nothing 
else, so as not to influence her narration, and he then left the 
vicinity of the bedroom until Mrs  A had finished recording her 
dream. 

M r  and Mrs  A's dreams are presented below. T h e  dotted lines 
indicate material I have deleted for the sake of brevity, as i t  did 
not seem relevant to the question of parallelism. T h e  lines of the 
narratives have been numbered to facilitate later reference. 'I'hese 
transcriptions are verbatim, except for the disguising of names and 
places. 

M r  A's dream: 

'Fairly vivid dream. I t  started out with my being 
in my father-in-law's office. . . . He and I then left. 
We wefit dcwn in the elevztcr, some\vhere between 8 md 4 
stories down, and got off and went out of the 

5 building. i beiieve we were going to go back to his 
home ir! X, br t  when we got outside the building and 
clcscd thc door, for some reason kc wanted to go back in.- 
t o  the b~lilding again, up lo his ofice. B u t  the door 
we jlist c:~lnr nut o l  ~1;:s !oc!cr:ri. So Ire went around to 

10 the :-e.ii of T?:F: :)ililt!i~.g z i id  ! : IC~C was 2 drop of 8 or 9 
feet o n ~ o  a lu~vcr levei wilere thcre was some consiruciioi~ 
going 011, r ig l~ i  behilrd t l ~ e  bl~ilding. We both junlped o- 
ver tllc fc:nce. :le jliruped down and then I ju~rlpcd down 
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also by pushing myself over the edge, holding on, and 
15 then letting gn 2nd dro~ping down. There was a board 

fence, tooi right nlong the edge where we dropped down, 
and I follo1~e.1 !:im over the slightly muddy ground and 
went into a back door. Then what happens here is some- 
what confused. Eut we started up on the elevator and 

20 there were some confusing things, I don't recdl exactly, 
of getting on and off the elevator several times, and the 
elevator not exactly lining up with the floor levels 
at which it stopped, and some things of this nature.l 
But then what happened was that I got off the elevator, 

25 following my sister-in-law, who is about 18. I don't 
know what happened to my father-in-law at this point. 
My sister-in-law and I were apparently making some kind 
of game about going up the stairs the rest of the way. 
I was following along a little ways behind her, and she 

30 got well ahead of me and a little bit out of sight, and 
I became worried over this. I hurried up the stairs af- 
ter her, because I think at this point I began having 
some fear that she committed suicide or something to that 
effect. So I ran upstairs, and some other girl, (and 

35 I don't know how this other girl got in the dream, ex- 
cept that she was some friend of my sister-in-law's and 
was about her age), had hung themselves. Some other 
people appeared again at this point. I think my father- 
in-law was back in here again, and an unknown number of 

40 other people, and we got them down and started performing 
artificial respiration. . . . She recovered and her 
friend also recovered, and didn't seem any the worse 
for it. . . . The grief I felt over the potential suicide 
was quite intense in the dream. I was quite actively 

45 involved in it.' 

After hearing n/Irs A's dream report, Mr A imnlediately added 
thc following details which he had not bothered to mention in his 
report : 

'When I went into the back entrance of t&s build- 
ing there P;ZS siinie c~~lstructir~n going on around the 
building, and it was a relatively r,ew building. The en- 
trxnre ! \ ~ ~ n t  in to  \?,as snvrthing lilte a service entrance, 

5" ~v11el.c- 11lcl.e n;e~-e so;l;c pipes overhead on the ceiling, and 
i~ was kiid oi dirty [roll1 a lot of people going in and 
out right irom this mud, and evervthing iilte that.' 

' i'\lthoiigli hc t i i t 1  not rc:col-d ir ~n?ilied~areiy: h.lr .-1 IS  also certain that 
> .  t k ~ r  c51(3\8atol. in his tiream l r c p ~  c!:anging its shape anii s ~ z e  as llr a n d  his 

I'ilri~e~ -111-law were I-lding on it In the  dream. 

285 
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M r s  A's dream: 
'In my first dream I was in this old office build- 

ing. I don't know exactly how high it was, may-be aboilt 90 
55 stories, a ~ ~ d  I was dowl~ in the coffee shop in this build- 

ing. I had a job in this building. It was on the 84th 
story. This was pretty important. There was one eleva- 
tor in the building, and also a flight of stairs, and the 
elevator was a very stra~lge elevator, because it had 

60 buttons in it just for a few of the stories, for the 3rd 
and the 9th and thc 25th and a couple of others. Eut 
everything above that was unmarked. There were no but- 
tons to push, and you had to work this strange contrap- 
tion to get to the level that you wanted. I don't re- 

65 member how I got up to this 84th story into this new 
job that I had, but I got up  there solllehow . . . towards 
the end of the day wllell I wanted to go home I noticed 
that there was nobody in the elevator to work it, and 
they said you were supposed to work it yourself. I 

70 didn't understand how to work it. I knew I would ~~ ~ 

never work it right to get back down to the ground again. 
Also it took a fairly long tirne for this elevator. I t  
was an old, rickety thing to get up all the way to the 
top and back again all the way down and back. So I 

75 walked around for a while and found this janitor and I 
asked him if he could run the elevator for me. We had 
quite a discussion about it, and he told me how to work 
it, and he told me he couldn't work it for me and he 
couldn't take the time ualess there were 25 people 

80 going down. He took me to the elevator and showed me 
how it worked. There was a belt of some sort. If you 
pulled down on it you would go down. If you pulled up 
on it you would ~nalie the elevator go -up. But, of course, 
you had to keep stopping and seeing if you were at 

85 the right place, cause there was no way of telling, be- 
cause thcrc was no indicator inside the elevator. As 
the elevator shaft was open, you could see all the way 
down it. T h e  elevator itself was only this wooden plat- 
form held up by some ropes. When I tried to step on it, 

go it got sma!!er am? sxaller, until it was just 2 or 3 
inches across. So T didn't. much want to get on the 
1 I we1lL into ihe ladv's room anci sat down o r 1  the 
co~rrn and hati s cigiirc:ttr whiie. I \?.as thinking what to 
do. It was about 4,;s. 1 t ~ u ~ l c h  of people were thcre, 
waiiiilg L(oi- i:ie ele\aio~-. 1 did~i ' t  ~ l ~ i n b  it was safe LO 

go 011 it, so I decided I \:auld go do\\.n the scairs 
c\-cri though thcl-c n.ci.<: so man)- flights to go do~vn. 
So T n-er:t o i ; ~  r:: tl:e x:r:i:.s a n d  started going do\:-n. 
and ~1~11ost befosc 1 biic\v i~ i \?-as on the ground. I t  

286 
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roo seemed like I had come down maybe 10 flights, and I had 
found it hard to believe that I was on the ground level. 
I went out through saxe dcors in the building. It 
was real new. 'l'here was a green one and some parking 
lots. And across the way a little bit another wing of 

105 the building, where the mechanics and people who worked 
in the building lived. It was strange that 011 this 
one side of the building it seemed so new, because it 
seemed such an ancient building when I first went into 
it. . . . I went inside a big door like a truck entrance. 

r ro I found myself in this low, steamy tunnel that had pipes 
on the ceiling. The floor was damp, and it was very 
moist and steamy in there. . . . It gets a little confused 
after this, but at some time or other I was back upstairs 
again and going up on the 84th floor. Going down to the 

115 ground floor again. And this time a lot of other people 
were going down the stairs with me because I persuaded 
then1 it was faster than the elevator. Everybody was 
hurrying down just as fast as they could. . . .' 

Both M r  and Mrs  A were impressed by the  parallelism of a 
number of elements in their independently recorded dreams, 
particularly the  bizarre elevator. Although they were both fairly 
sophisticated with respect to  the psychology of dreaming, and had 
often traced out  reasons for their dreaming about particular 
subjects in  the  past, they had never previously found such strilung 
parallelism in their dreams, nor could they think of any common 
experiences in their recent past which could plausibly account for 
this parallelism. Table I presents a summary of this parallelism, 
with line references to the two dream narratives. This  parallelism 
will be referred t o  as the A-A' parallelism. 

Although the  -4-A' parallelism is suggestive of E S P, alternative 
explanations are also plausible. E.g., despite their inability to 
discover it, there may have been a common life experience which 
triggered similar (unconscious) trains of association in M r  and 
iVlrs A, resulting in the A-A' parallelism. Furthermore, M r  A has 
bee11 k n o w l ~  to talk in l ~ i s  sleep ill tht: past, anti if he  sleep-ta!ked 
ahout his dream or  abolut the non-drearning sleep thoughts that 
led u p  to  his dream before dreaming it, he  could have strongly 
in l i~~rnc r r l  the colr~-sr of 3'11.s A ' s  (sohseqt~rt~>t)  drraming. Hoth 
di-cian-1s could also I ) ( :  I-cgal-ded as co11tainii;g solne sexual syn~bo-  
1is1n from a Freudian point of view, with iUr A also showing sexual 
attraction tolsrard his sistcr-in-law; but  this hypothesis does not 
seell-1 to shed nriii:1~1 l ig l~i  i)il the closc pal-al lel is~~l ill the ~~rarz?~esi 
conte~lt .  Anoi11e1- !,ossil)ility is that I\/lrs A 'unconsciously' 
(.)vv~-l~e;ir d part(s) c : i  \li r !\I':; dictatioii, \\'it11 a consequent influence 

287 
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Actiori takes place in an office building. 
M r  A's '8 and 1 stories down', and Mrs A's '84th 

story. This was very important'. 
Re-enter building by different entrance. 

I Different entrance is service entrance, has pipes 
overhead, is unpleasant (dirty and muddy in 
one case, moist and steamy in other). 

Bizarre elevator: changes size and shape; diffi- 
cult to control, to select level; dreamer gets 
on and off several times. 

Lines in 
Mr. A's 
Dream 

Elevator travel unsatisfactoiy, dreamer uses / 2;-8 1 95-8 stairs. 115-17 i 

Lines in 
Mrs. A's 
Dream 

19-23 
see foot- 
noteon 

page 285 

Dreamer hurries on stairs in company of at least 1 24-33 1 5 -  / 
one other person. 

5 7-64 
69-74 
81-91 

on her recollection of her dream. This seems rather unlikely, how- 
ever, considering the clarity and definiteness of the recalled dreams. 

M r  and Mrs A considered these explanations as they discussed 
the parallelism on the morning of the 25th, but did not feel that 
they adequately accounted for it. Since Miss B played a major 
part in the latter half of Mr A's dream, he decided to ask her 
about her dreams and activities on the 24th as soon as he saw her 
that afternoon in X, before t e l h g  her anything about his or Mrs 
A's dream. 

When Mr A saw Miss B that afternoon in X, he immediately 
asked her what she had dreamed about the previous night (24 
June), telling her that it was important that she recollect all that 
shc could about her dreams. Miss 3 could only vaguely recall a 
dream, either about hanging snmenne or abnut being hanged. She 
could recall no other details. 

Mr  k ihen asked Miss R to desci-ihe 1x1- activities &the previous 
evening. As  1\/11- A Iinew, h4i.s~ 1-1 and !]el- parcnts, M1- and h4rs 3 
(Mr A's father- a ~ l d  mother-in-law), had spent the previous 
evening in their vacation cabin, a placc about 88 airline milas 
distant frgm I( and about r;.o airlinc nliles distant :'roil> the llvllle 
of Mr and i\i!rs il. Unknov-n t~ M r  or h4rs A! however. a l'riend 
af Miss Ti's, bliss C ,  was stayii~g at t lx cabin wit11 the Bs. A4r il 

aSEs 

'-5 
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53--4 

was not acquainted with Miss C. On the evening of 24 June, 
Miss B had tried an 'experiment' that Miss C had suggested to her. 
'This 'experiment' had consisted of lying dowrl and willing herself 
to die! Miss C had, by her and Miss B's report, tried this experi- 
ment of willing herself to die several day-s before the 24th, with the 
result that she had 'blaclted out' for a few moments, then had 
gotten bored with the whole thing, and so arose and went about 
her business. Miss B tried this 'experiment' on the evening of 
the 24th but nothing happened, so after a few minutes she also 
got bored and gave it up. 

Mr A then told Miss B about his and iVIrs A's dreams, and then 
asked her to telephone Miss C and, without telling her anything 
about these events, ask her (Miss C) what she recalled dreaming 
about on the night of the q t h ,  while she was staying with Miss B. 
Miss C could only vaguely recall dreaming about being in a build- 
ing that was under construction. Telling her about the dreams of 
Mr A, Mrs A, and Miss B did not aid her memory, and she could 
recall nothing else about her dream. 

3-4 5 6-7 
1 

T A B L E  2 

PARALLELS BET\W,EN MR A'S DREAM AXD OTHER EVEN~S 
(A-R and A-C Parallelisms) 

Element in Mr A's Dream I 
I 

Other Events 
-. 

Miss B hangs herself. (34-8) 1 Miss B recalls dreaming about 1 hanging or being hanged. 
Miss B hangs herself, but does not h e ,  ' h'liss B wills herself ro die but 

and suffers no ill effects. (34-43) does not die, and finally 1 stops doing so. There are 
I no subsequent ill effects. 

I Dreaming about hanging 
I does not, of course, harm 

her. 

A girl friend of Miss B's appears in the Miss C, a stranger to Mr A, 
dream quite unexpectedly. She u i i o w n  to M r  A, was 
seems about the same age as R/Iiss staying with Miss B that 
B, but  M r  A does not h o w  who I r~ight. She is the same age 
she is or how shc got there. !?+-7) / as Miss B. 

The girl friend also hangs herself, but, / Miss C had, a feu- days earlier, 
!ikc Miss H, shc is rexp!~.ec' , .~ j th  no ! tried wiljing herself to die, 
iii r E r < . ~ s .  (34-+3'i ail< !lad 'blaclicc! out'  for a 

few moments, but suffered 
i no ill effects. VJiss C had 

suggested this bizarre 'ex- ! pcriment' tc: R4iss R .  
'The ofice buiidinl! 1s u~:der collslruc- XIiss C dreamcd of being in a 

tion. (46 8 )  building i-llai was under 
construction. 

I T  289 
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The similarities between M r  A's dream and these other events 
are summarized in Table 2, with line rererences to Mr A's dream. 
These similarities will be referred to as the A-B and A-C paral- 
lelisms. 

The A-C parallelism is too tenuous to warrant further discussion. 
Miss B is a person who is inclined to be rather dramatic about 

the things she does, as is her friend Miss C. She could not, 
however, be described as morbid or suicidally inclined, and her 
motivation for trying this unusual 'experiment' seemed to be that 
it was a novel and adventurous thing to do. Nevertheless, this 
particular 'experiment' was a quite unusual thing for anyone to do, 
and the A-B parallelism cannot plausibly be attributed to chance 
coincidence. 

An interesting feature of the present case is that we need not 
depend on only this 'common sense' assessment of the improba- 
bility of Mr  A's dreaming of Miss B's unusual actions and dream. 
As mentioned above, h'Ir and Mrs A kept a record of their dreams 
for some time before and after the 24th. They lundly allowed me 
to read through their entire collection of dreams in order to count 
the frequency of appearance of the various important elements of 
the dreams reported above. There were 95 dreams1 of Mr A and 
165 dreams1 of Mrs A, not counting the dreams presented here. 
Table 3 presents the frequency of occurrence of these critical 
elements in these dream collections. 

In view of the infrequent occurrences of the critical elements 
revealed by inspection of Table 3, the probability of their joint 
occurrence by chance alone would be quite low, and thus chance 
coincidence can be almost certainly rejected as accounting for 
either the A-A' or the A-B parallelism. 

Possiblc explanations of the A-A' parallelism have been dis- 
cussed above. While some form of E S P might be invoked to 
account for this parallelism, it need not be. The alternative 
hypotheses of sleep-taiicing by M r  A and/or common experiences 
and trains of associztion leading to the parallelism must be given 
priority. 

Two aiternative hypotheses exist for explaining the A-B 
paralieiisrn. Gne is that some form of E S E was operative, and the 
other is thst same ii:t;ic;tc scrics of uilconscious assuciatic~s~s, 
C O ~ ~ I I I ~ I I  lo iV11- 11 and Alliss H, was triggered by hilr A's impending 
visit to X. 'I'hc latter hypothesis u-ill bc discussed ill.st. 

' -1 drcam, fi11 i l l ( >  piirposcs of th l s  scoring, Inrant 111y portion of a 
narrative for a plvcn date dcscri1,ed within the narrativr as a distinct 
dream episode. 'Thus on some n~ornings Mr  or Mrs A reported more 
th:!n one dream. 

A Possible Psychic Dream 

Element 

( Office building 

i Number of Appearances 

1 Mr A's D r e m  Mrs A's Dreams 
I 

5 (3%) 

Any building of 8,4, or 84 stories 
Re-entering any building by a diiiereni o 

entrance than it was left by 1 
Service entrance 
Any normal elevator 
Bizarre elevator 
Using stairs because of unsatisfactory 

elevator performance 
Hurrying on stairs in company of at least o 

one other person 
Miss B I 5 (5%) 
Miss B hanging herself, or otherwise o 

suiciding 
Any girl friend of Miss B's o 

Any building under construction I (1%) 

In  any allegedly parapsychological case, a hypothesis of similar 
unconscious trains of association accounting for the parallels can 
best be supported by means of intensive, therapeutic interviews of 
the participants, utilizing free association and similar techniques. 
Such a procedure was unfeasible in the present case, as indeed it 
would be in almost all cases of this nature occurring outside of an 
already existing therapeutic setting. The hypothesis must then 
be judged on the less satisfactory grounds of internal consistency 
and plausibility. 

In  the present case, the hypothesis of similar unconscious trains 
of association by M r  A and Miss B might run along the lines that 
Mr  A and Miss B havc an unconscious sexual attraction toward each 
other, tlGs attl.aciion being represented in disguised form (piaying 
a game. rilllnil~g up stai~s,  etc.) in Mi- A's dream, aiid accounting 
fc,; MI- PI di.ca:uii~g at;;u; %!is:; I? :;r; t!lc et.e of seeing hcr. This 
a'ilracticn also produces feelings of guilt in bcth parties, since our 
clllturc considers such an attracticn illicit, and fi4iss B's guilt 
feel;iigs ale expi-csseci i;) !ler. ;lctio;l (~i l l i i lg  herself tc die) and 
tiream (hanging . 

. 
c r  beil~g hanged). Mr A's guilt is transformed 

into zgresslon in his drezrn in which he tries to get rid of Miss B (and 
thus his attraciioil a~rtl conscql~ent guilt) by having her hang herself. 

29 1 
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As well as being unable to expiain the correspondence in the 
particular form of the manifest dream content (hanging), this 
unconscious associations hypothesis has great difficulty in account- 
ing for one fact. Miss B's behaviour (willing herself to die) seems 
to have been instigated primarily by Miss C, and Miss B's dream 
would also seem to be primarily .a function of the behaviour Miss 
C instigated. T o  stretch the ui~collscious association hypothesis 
to include Miss B subtly influencing Miss C to try willing herself 
to die, several days in advance, with Miss C thinking it was her 
own idea, and then further influencing Miss C to think she had 
inspired the idea in Miss B several days later, seems rather far- 
fetched. Furthermore, a girl who might have been Miss C (Mr 
A could not recall his dream imagery well enough to definitely 
identify Miss C as the other girl when he met her at a later date, 
although she did fit his imperfect memory image) appears suddenly 
in Mr  A's dream, much to his surprise (lines 34-7), and if this was 
Nliss C, her appearance is completely inexplicable on an uncon- 
scious association hypothesis. I t  could be argued that the other 
girl in Mr A's dream is not Miss C, nor a girl friend of Miss B's, 
as she was described in the dream (line 36), but merely a doubling 
of Miss B. All that supports this latter argument are occasional 
observations in the psychoanalytic literature that one person is 
represented as two people in dreams. T o  argue that something is 
not what it is described as, but something else, with no other 
supporting evidence, is not a very strong argument, however. 

Ruling out chance coincidence, then, the major alternative to a 
hypothesis of some form of E S P accounting for the A-B parallelism 
is the hypothesis of similar trains of unconscious associations by 
Mr A and Miss B, probably based on unconscious sexual attraction 
and guilt anci triggered by Mr A's impending visit to Miss B's home. 
The  hypothesis does not explain the close parallelism between the 
manifest content of Mr  A's dream and Miss B's actions and dreams, 
which is the observed data, and must be stretched rather far to 
account for Miss C, a complete stranger to 1Vlr A, being the 
instigator of Miss B's actions. While the unconscious associations 
hypothesis cannot be. completely ruled out, and the history of 
psychical research is filled with examples of investigators pushing 
'normai' explanations to extrerne lengths rather than i~lvoke H S i-', 
many will feel t h 2 t  some fol-11-1 o f  E S P Ilaving I,een ope~.ati\;e, (ailci 
perhaps i~lfiuenced by unconscio~ls factors) seems more likely. 

No single case can ever be attrihutcc! to the operation of E S P, 
of course, and thc present case is iio exception. .Assuttii~~.g that 
some form of 5 S P was operat~ve in bringing about tlle A-Lj 
paral!clislrl, ~ O M J C \ : P ~ ,  there ai-e ;I nlu,lber of iniercsting features 
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of the present case which could aid in ui~derstanding 'psychic' 
dreams in general, and these features will be discussed in order to 
iiiilstrate some hvpotheses. T i e  hypotheses are fairly general and 
do  lot depend on uur being certain that E S 3 \?,gs operative in t!le 
present case. 

There seems to have been no intentional agent in the present 
case. Miss B may have thought that Mr A wuuld be interested 
in her 'experiment', but she reported that she certaii~ly made no 
conscious attempt to communicate this to him on the evening of 
the 24th. 'l'hat iVliss C was present with IVIiss 13 was, of course, 
known to the latter, so there is no need to suspect Miss C of acting 
as an agent. Nor does it seem likely that Mrs A acted as an agent 
in bringing about the A-B parallelism. This leaves Mr A, the 
percipient, as the person who would have 'used E S P' to gather 
information about Rliss B's activities and dream, an action 
similar to what Tyrrell (1961) termed 'telaesthesia'. Tyrrell 
restricted the term to telepathy, however, and in the present case 
there is nothing to indicate whether Rlr A utilized the E S P 
abilities conventionally distinguished as telepathy or clairvoyance 
or both. 

In support of the hypothesis that Mr A was the person who used 
E S P are two facts. First Mr  A was preoccupied with (one might 
almost say, 'focused upon') thoughts of X and Rliss B as he 
restlessly fell as1eep.l Second, Mr  A is quite interested in 
psychical phenomena (as many electrical engineers seem to be), 
and would have been pleased to experience a 'psychic' dream (as 
he reported he was when he became aware of the A-A' and A-B 
parallelisms). 

It  is of some interest that the information we are now assuming 
to have been acquired by E S P was not directly presented, for the 
most part, to Mr A in his dream. Rather it was modified and 
transformed in various ways, and accompanied by a considerable 
amount of 'irrelevant', non-veridical information, with the net 
result that Mr A experienced a reasonably coherent and continuous 
tiream. This seems to 1)c: at leasi partially explical>le in terms of 
the results of experhents on nocturnal dreaming carriec! out ir! the 
!ast . . decade. L.et us now briefly revie~v these results." 

\Vhat  w e  orciin:rrij\> tl:;nic oI' as ~ T P R I I I ~ I I ~  appears tn occur o~dy  
during a pai-titular kind of slctp na~ned stagc I sleep after its 

'l'he hvpotI>etical~ unconscious sexual attraction could be relevant to 
illis 'Eocusing'. 

For cvmprei?el;:;i\-' l-c\-ie\\ B al-ld ~\. i i l i~ativlls of this reseal.ch, the 1.rncler 
is rcfci-I-rd t c ,  r)i;ui,n:>d, I 06; : !<ali;i!-a, I 96 I : I<lcitmai-i, I 960, 196; ; 
O,\~,i<i, 1962 ; and S11yder, 1 ~ 6 3 .  

zgz 
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characteristic electroencephalographic (E E G)  pattern. Stage I 

dreaming occurs in discrete periods, each period beginning at 
approximately 90 minute intervals through the night's sleep, and 
each of these periods of stage I dreaming being generally longer 
than the preceeding period. The first period, e.g., may be about 
10 minutes in length, and the last 40 or 50 minutes. The total 
amount of time spent in stage I dreaming by most adults (about 
2+3o% of total sleep time) is fairly stable from night to night, as 
is the sequential timing of the stage I dream periods, regardless of 
normal variations in day-tu-day activities. This sleep-dream cycle 
seems to be quite resistant to experimental modification, short of 
such drastic techniques as sleep and dream deprivation (Berger 
& Oswald, 1962; Dement, 1960; Dement & Fisher, in prepara- 
tion; Williams et al., 1962) or the use of certain drugs (Gresham 
et al., 1963 ; Rechtschaffen & Maron, in press; Snyder, 1963 ; 
Whitman et al., 1961). That is, the control and timing of the 
process of dreaming seems to be controlled primarily by relatively 
autonomous, internal mechanisms (probably subcortical). 

The results of presenting sensory stimuli (not intense enough to 
wake the sleeper) to dreamers are of particular interest. In 
general, there seems to be an active inhibition of incoming sensory 
stimuli, and many stimuli do not appear in the content of the 
reported stage I dreams in recognizable form at all. Dement and 
Wolpert (1958)~ e.g., found that only about z ~ % ,  on the average, 
of experimental stimuli were incorporated into stage I dreams, 
with some stimuli being more effective than others. In addition, 
these investigators found that external stimuli were never the 
cause of dreaming, i.e., a stimulus presented to a sleeper who was 
not dreaming (in E E G stage 2, 3, or 4) never resulted in the 
sleeper's beginning to dream. 

When external stimuli do appear in the dream, they generally 
do not 'control' the dream in the sense of strongly determining 
the content of the dream. Rather, they are woven into the fabric 
of the ongoing dream, they are literally 'incorporated' by the dream. 
For example, if a bell mere s=unded besidc a dreamer and he was 
awakened for a dream report a minute later, the report would 
rarely be of the form, '1 dreamed about a bell ringing' (although a 
rcport friria a sleeper i?.lw was 11lo.i. dreaming in stagc I might. ve1-y 
well take this form). '1'he beil would usually be woven into thc 
ongoing dl-earn, producing a report of the forni, '1 was driving my 
car down Main Street, talkin? to my friend John ahoi~t politics. 
A.s we vlere taikigg 1 heard some belis ringing, and then a siren, 
and a illonlent later a iire engine raced past us. ]oh11 and f 
-Fpq ,,,tclted it go around a corner, and then contirtucd tzlking about 
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politics. . . .' The informatioil conveyed by the stimulus is fitted 
in with the content of the dream, and this may involve various 
transformations or modi!ic.~.tic.ns, err& 2s representation by a 
different sensory modality, or perhaps the various types of dream 
work mechanisms postulated by Freud (1954), such as symboliza- 
tion, condensation, etc. The  degree of modification of the stimu- 
lus may be related to its degree of congruence or incongruence with 
whatever the dream content happens to be at the time it occurs. 

Now many 'psychic' dreams appearing in the literature, 
particularly the crisis cases, seem to be characterized by the fact 
that an exact or symbolic representation of the paranormal 
information seems to constitute the entire dream, as if the entire 
dream were a response to whatever 'psychic stimulus' suddenly 
sprang from a background of mental quiescence. Many of the 
examples presented in L. E. Rhine's (1962) recent review article, 
e.g., are of this nature. Other 'psychic' dreams, of which Mr A's 
seems to be an excellent example, appear to be instances of 
paranormally acquired information being incorporated into the 
content of an ongoing dream, in very much the same manner that 
sensory stimuli are incorporated into stage I dreams. In so far as 
there seems to be some automatic transformation and modification 
of incoming stimuli to fit it into the ongoing dream content, this 
would account for some of the distortions and transformations 
that are found. 

For example, Mr A's dreain presumably combined the actions 
and dream of Miss B (willing herself to die, with no ill effects, and 
hanging) into another form; hanging with no ill effects because 
she was cut down. But the dream was set in X, not at the vacation 
cabin where Miss B actually was at the time. Mr A's preoccupa- 
tion with his impending trip to X seems sufficient to account for 
his dreaming about X and the Bs, while the information about Miss 
B's activities and dream which we are assuming to have been 
paranorillally acquired is fitted into this normal, ongoing dream 
about X and the Bs in the same manner as an external sensory 
stimulus might have beer, fitted ir,. 

Tn somc. c2sc.s :hc incoqinia;inn of cxternal stimlrli into the 
ongoing drcan is not 'smooih', . . i.c. it contrais sharpli~ with the 
orLgair^lg caur;c.nt c~c.11 i h ~ i r i g ! ~  :: hrLs 'f::rc.c.d' its -my in. Sin:ila~-!y 
in thc prescnt caw, one item of information, another person's 
presencc with Miss H (possibly Miss C) n7as not smoothI~r in- 
corpol-aied, Tor MI ,4 se::.,ned T C  fcel stii-piised at her appearance: 
'. . . 2nd i c i o n ' t  1~1low how tliis other girl got into tile dream . . .' 
(3.dr--5). Informxtion a?~o~!t Miss B could appare~tly be incor- 
puratcd rv i tho~t  much disturbarlce of the ongoing dream, for Miss 
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B was a highly probable person to appear in a dream about Mr B 
and occurring in X, but Miss C, a stranger to Mr A, was a sudden 
novelty (if, indecd, the second person represents Miss C). 

The following hypothetical picture of psychic dreams in general 
may now be proposed. The sleeper is experiencing a dream in 
stage I sleep. At some 'level' of the mind information is acquired 
by the operation of some form of E S P, and is presented to the 
dreamer in his dream in much the same way that sensory stimuli 
are. Some of the information is incorporated, some is not. Some 
of the incorporated information appears in the dream in an 
essentially unchanged form, some is transformed and modified to 
various degrees, the degree of modification possibly being at least 
partially dependent on the nature of the dream content at the time 
of presentation. Some of the incorporated information enters 
into the dream smoothly, some may enter in a rough, forced fashion 
that can result in a feeling of surprise, or markedly alter the course 
of the dream. Some elements of this information may clash so 
intensely with the ongoing dream content that the dreamer 
awakens. And, of course, there are probably various transforma- 
tion and modification operations dependent on the personality 
dynamics of the dreamer over and above these operations inherent 
in the manner of incorporating information into ongoing dream 
content. 

Depending on the quality and intensity of these various factors, 
a contint~um of information incorporation in 'psychic' dreams may 
be postulated. At one end, a normal stage I dream may have a 
few items of paranormally acquired information smoothly and 
unobtrusively incorporated into its content. Such dreams are 
probably often forgotten shortly after waking without being 
checked for correspondence with external events. At the other 
end of the continuum are those dreams in which the paranormally 
acquired information dominates the dream, essentially inhibiting 
the normal process of dream content generation, with the para- 
nor-mally acquired information comprising essentially all the dream 
content. Such dreams v:ould probsbly a i d e  a stl'oiig ilr~pression 
on the dreamer, as he might be 'aware' on somc lcve! that the 
normai dream process had been massively disrupted. This sense 
nf di~;-upii~ii ,  coinb;necl witil thc typicaiiy traitmatic nat~lre  of the 
events paranormzily 'perceived' would probal~ly insurc that tile 
drca~ner ::I:ecltcd his dream after awakening. 

At this latter end of the continnl~m another possibility should not 
be over~ooked, ~ r i z . ~  that these drezms arc not stage I dreams but a 
special kind of dream occurring in some unique, albeit unknow~~,  
~)~yci~opl~ysiological state. Or thcy might be 'hallucinations' 
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occurring during stage 2, 3, and 4 of non-dreaming sleep. Until 
such dreams occur under !ahoratory conditions, however, this 
possibility wil! he difficfilt t ~ !  c!leck. 

In summary, then, there may be two qualitatively distinct kinds 
of 'psychic' dreams, and within the stage I 'psychic' dreams there 
may be a continuum of various degrees of smoothness of incor- 
poration and lnodificatioil of paranormally acquired information. 

Another intriguing aspect of Mr A's dream is that it seems to be 
divided into two fairly distinct p0rtions.l In the first portion the 
A-A' parallelism occurs, and when Mr A leaves the elevator the 
A-B parallelism begins. Two lines of speculation about this shift 
are possible. As one possibility, the events may be assumed to 
have happened in the order presented in the dream, i.e., Mr A: 
(I) either acquired information about Mrs A's dream by E S P, 
and/or influenced her dream by sleep tallring to her, and/or 
arrived at a similar dream via parallel associative paths; and (2) 
then acquired the information about Miss B's activities and dream 
by some form of E S P. One could conceive of Mr A 'warming 
up' his E S P abilities on his wife and then being able to 'reach 
out' all the way to Miss B. 

An alternative possibility is that Mr A paranormally acquired 
the information about Miss B's activities and dream before the 
first part of his dream began. The A-A' parallelism was then 
brought about by either sleep talking and/or E S P, and then the 
information about Miss B was incorporated into the ongoing 
dream. This possibility has the advantage of providing a 'func- 
tion' for the A-A' parallelism, viz., that of calling attention to the 
rest of the dream containing the A-B parallelism. Mr A reported 
that he would never have thought of asking Miss B about her 
activities and dreams if he had not been impressed with the A-A' 
parallelism. Assuming that R/Ir A's motivation was to please 
himself by having a 'psychic' dream, the A-A' parallelism thus 
functioned as a marker or attention getting signal, capitalizing on 
the fact the Mr and Mrs A would probably mention their dreams 
to each other during brezkfast. 

This latter possiSi!it)r reccivcs S I I ~ P G T :  from the fact &at M i  .A 
had experienced an allcgcdly 'psychic' dream some six months 
prior to the present eventc,2 2nd a~lijlc. !1c had av;aliene.d fron: it 
\vitIl tile feeling that ihere was sonlething special about it (as 
seems to happen in many crisis cases): he had finally given up 

' A c t u a i l ~ ~  fmlr portions, counting the omitted beginning and eild of the 
dl-earn, ivllich did i ~ o t  seerri rclcvant to the cluestion of paralielism. 

:' rt is p la r~r~ec i  to preparc rhis allepedly 'psychic' cirearn for publication 
c t  sorllc futilrc daic, as it 11iis a number of intel-esting features. 
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trying to make sense out of it, and had only accidentally discovered 
later that day that it seemed to bear striking resemblances to the 
actions of some friends of his. Thus a feeling of a dream's being 
'special' had failed once to alert Mr  A to thc need to check his 
dieam, so perhaps in the present case a marker was used as an 
alternative to a feeling of specialness. A survey of cases of 
'~svchic'  dreams in the literature with reference to what caused 
[hidreamer to check his dream against reality might be of some 
value. 

I t  is hoped that the hypothesis presented herein and illustrated 
by the present case may be of some value in understanding some 
aspects of 'psychic' dreams; the alternative hypotheses of non- 
E S P need in everv case to be carefullv checked. however. for 
completely unarnbi&ous evidence is diffikult to find. 
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THE INFINITE HIVE. By Rosalind Heywood. Chatto and 
Windus, 1964. 2;s. 

Last year Professor Medawar broadcast upon the nature of 
scientific papers and the absurdity of their presenting facts and 
ideas according to a conventional syllogism and not as a record of 
the actual process by which they were reached. Such a record 
would not only be a courteous bridge between writer and reader, 
but would have the particular human value of showing that ideas 
are individual prepossessions and not the products of abstract 
machinery. 

Mrs Heywood, having previously come to a like conclusion, has 
followed her first lucid and invigorating book on the histoqr of 
research into E S P with a remarkable autobiographical essay. 
This does all that Professor Medawar could have hoped, in show- 
ing how facts, theories and experience take life from one another. 
I t  is an autobiography of hunches, a small classic of delicate 
handling: just how delicate the subject is she reveals fully in her 
opening chapter, where she confesses to all the doubts that a 
rational mind must have in dealing with an activity which leaves 
so little trace behind it. If one could prove E S P to be caused by 
a virus, people might glory in sr~ffering from telepathy as some do 
in having the 'flu; but E S I' being not 2 thing but 3: event ir, the 
mind, there are 21312ys critics in ambush ready to cry Frzud, 
'Tieit~sinn 0 1 .  j\/ierr C'oii~ridmcr a1 anyone \\rho admits to its 
\v:)~-lting in thai;~sc-,l-<cs. T17hat is o a t  to do ~vheil faced by such a 
disheartening chorus 'r 

The problem cf E S . . P: hunches and spontaneous cases is 
indeed a knife-cdgi: \i,;aii.i~1g ti, dividc ihe sheep fro111 the goats. 
Yet, as Mss l-ledpvoocl r e ~ ~ ~ i n d s  tis with a Baconian quotation, there 
is a s~iyri.siitiol~ in  *miding supcrstiiion. i\/lay it not be that every 




